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Technologies



‘SOCIAL COMMERCE’ - the practise of 
marketing and selling products on social media 

- is proving to be the preferred method for 
online shopping in Africa.



In 2021, there were more sellers on Instagram in 
Nigeria than across Jumia, Africa.

The social commerce market in the Middle East 
and Africa is expected to reach 42.7 billion USD 

by 2028.



The market opportunity is poised to see exponential 
growth once social commerce is integrated into the 
continent’s wider informal economy which generates 

over 1 trillion USD annually.



Social media platforms are not built 
for e-commerce.

They lack key integrated features needed to fulfil orders, 
track sales and accept online payments.

THE PROBLEM



Nigeria has over 450,000 sellers on Instagram. 
Each order on the platform is processed manually -

one dm at a time – making it impossible to scale.



3rd party solutions which offer services in payments 
and logistics ‘outside’ the platform often lead to 
high ‘cart-abandonment’ as customers become 

frustrated when taken to another site. 



Social media platforms in Africa are simply 
ill-equipped to capitalize on the continent’s 

growing retail opportunity. 



Penda, an Africa focused technology company, 
has teamed up with Alibaba Cloud, the digital and 
technology backbone of Alibaba Group, to build 

a fully integrated social commerce platform 
across Africa. 

THE SOLUTION



The partnership is exclusive to key markets in 
Africa including Nigeria, Ghana and Kenya, 

with further plans to expand across North and 
South Africa.



Penda’s mission is to: 
‘…organize Africa’s informal market through social 
commerce, enabling communities to enjoy a safer, 
cheaper, more reliable, and entertaining shopping 

experience’.



Penda will be a place where sellers can 
engage and grow their follower base 
using posts, video reels, and livestreams 
– just like Instagram!



But unlike Instagram, Penda’s primary 
objective is to sell products and generate 
revenue by processing thousands of 
transactions instantly and delivering products 
to customers within 24 hours.



Livestream shopping will be a key 
feature on Penda. Costumers watching a 
livestream can check products and ask 
questions in real time before making an 
‘in-app’ purchase.



Livestream shopping exposes products 
to thousands of viewers in minutes, builds 
trust, and accelerates impulse buying.
According to McKinsey Digital, livestream 
shopping could account for as much as 10%to 20 % 
of ALL e-commerce by 2026.
China’s livestreaming sales are expected to reach $423 billion in 2022.



Up to 300 million customers across Africa 
will be able to shop on livestreams using 
Penda.
Alibaba Cloud’s CDN coverage and high bitrate, real-time 
streaming (RTS) protocols will deliver a maximum  end-to-
end latency of 2 seconds.



Penda’s data insights will enable sellers
better understand demand for their goods 
and optimize product assortment whilst 
also creating a better personalized 
shopping experience for consumers.



The company will use a digital escrow
system, ‘PendaPay’, to facilitate customer
purchases.
Buyers will send their payments to PendaPay
which will only release the money to the seller
after the product has been received by the
consumer without complaint.



Penda’s Logistics Information Platform
(LIP) will use data to optimize hyperlocal
deliveries in building a logistics network that
mobilizes third-party providers and equips
them to efficiently fulfill orders.
Machine learning models and algorithms will
improve effectiveness for 3PLs using the platform
- with the benefits ultimately going to Penda
customers.



Instant Chat

Users can chat with merchants and other 
users to get recommendations and
share thoughts.

Users can buy products at lower prices
when more users (friends or strangers) 
make the purchase together, creating an 
online community that aligns with the 
shopping behaviour of the target 
population .

Users can create video content via 
posts or livestream events to promote 
their products and services on their 
pages and newsfeeds. 

Users can browse and discover daily 
coupon deals for restaurants, 
cinemas, hotels, and travel – which 
they can share on social media. 

Users can share comments, ratings 
and recommend products, with 
platform’s AI developing 
personalized feeds and opportunities 
to discover new products.

Influencers can add products to their 
pages and share to followers on the 
platform and on social media to 
receive a commission on sales. 

Recommendations Influencer reselling

Livestreaming ShoppingGroup buying

Discount Coupons

ADDITIONAL PLATFORM FEATURES



SELLERS SOCIAL MEDIA PROBLEMS ANALYSIS SOLUTION

Store owner

“Converting leads to sales on my social media 
page is difficult when the customer has to be 

redirected to a chatroom or another website to 
pay.”

Fragmented customer 
purchasing journey leading to 
checkout abandonment and 

lower sales conversions.

PENDA provides a seamless 
‘in app’ order to delivery 

process.

Influencer
“I have over 13 million followers on Instagram, 
but I can only process one customer order at a 

time.”

Inability to scale and 
monetize large audiences 

effectively.

PENDA’s e-commerce 
solution supports thousands 
of transactions in real time.

Blogger
“My followers always ask if I sell the products I 
recommend. I wish I did but I don’t have the 

time to manage inventory.”

The burden of managing 
fulfilment operations

PENDA’s Media Channel 
Network (MCN) enables 
influencers and KOLS to 
receive commissions on 

promoted products  without 
managing any inventory. 

SOLUTION ANALYSIS



COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
JUMIA INSTAGRAM PENDA

Social

Integrated payment

Integrated logistics

Livestreaming

Integrated e-commerce livestreaming

Message/Chat

Content creation/Posts

Inventory management/Book-keeping



SUBSCRIPTION MODEL

User Account Cost Description

Insta FREE Simply post and sell! Limited SKUs.

Business PAID ‘Authorised’ Seller account . Optimised public search. 
Seller dashboard with Customer service and analytics 
tools.

Premium PAID Integrated CRM/CMS/IMS/Logistics and Marketing 
tools.



SALES COMMISSION
% of sales commission of seller’s transactions.
Merchants’ deposit of launching a store in market place 
Coupon deals.

MARKETING SERVICES
Seller sponsored recommendation content

Seller sponsored banner or main pagelocation

FULFILL BY CUSTOMER
Last mile delivery services with Customer’s logistics.

CustomerProvide warehouse services to seller’s product inventory.

FINANCING
Data Monetization based revenue stream.

Credit scoring by seller’s transactions in the platform

Providing loan to sellers and earn interests with own or partner funding.1
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REVENUE MODEL



2023
Jan Feb March April May

Cloud Resource Prep.

FRS&IRS Sign off

Activity

Software Development

Deployment

FRS&IRS Finalization

June 2023 – May 2024 

SIT
Non-functional test

UAT

Go-live

Requirement Survey & Design

Functional & Interface Coding and Test

Initialization UAT & Prod Deploy & Upgrade

Integration
Test E2E Test

Security & Performance Test

UAT Preparation UAT

Dev & Test Deploy & Iterative Upgrade

Go-live Prep.

Dev & Test Cloud Resource
Ready by July 5th

UAT & Prod Cloud
Resource Ready by April 5th

SIT Start UAT Start UAT Sign off

June 1st 
Soft launch

Critical Path

Milestone timeline

18 MONTH PROJECT PLAN



2023 – 2025
Between 2023 and 2025 the Company will focus on meeting the needs of its first base of customers - the underserved
small and medium-sized businesses and entrepreneurs currently selling on social media platforms. Penda will place a
priority on developing a unique platform for sellers to thrive and compete. The platform’s core solutions will be built
round its livestreaming, e-wallet, and delivery services.

2025 – 2028
The Company will seek to develop a series of innovations built to cater to adjacent challenges facing its customers. By
augmenting Penda’s core social commerce product with supplementary revenue streams in financial services and
mobility, the company aims to develop a fully integrated ecosystem.

2028 – 2033
As the Company’s transactions increase, an understanding of the true utility of big data in capturing and analyzing
large volumes of market information and applying sophisticated tools such as AI and algorithms to discern patterns
and forecast trends is vital for designing new products to meet demand.
The Company will aim to position itself as an ‘infrastructure service provider’ in e-commerce, logistics, financial
services, and cloud computing, built on principles of openness, collaboration and data sharing to accelerate digital
transformation across Africa.

10 YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN



Our Vision:

‘One million sellers driving economic 
growth across Africa by 2033’



CAPITAL RAISE

Penda is raising 850,00 USD pre-seed SAFE 
investment to complete MVP and onboard 50,00 
sellers by 2024.



Isi Abebe, the founder and CEO of Penda, is a visionary business
leader with an extensive knowledge of technology driven omni-
channel marketing, retailing, and distribution across Nigeria.

A Chemical Engineering graduate from Leeds University, he
went on to study Law in London before pursuing his passion as
an entrepreneur.

A 3 x founder, he relocated to Nigeria in 2018 to found ShopEX,
currently West Africa’s largest teleshopping company.

Prior to that he was an investor and member of the
management team responsible for successfully launching the
largest local TV network in the UK.

His businesses have been documented extensively in the UK and
Nigerian media.

FOUNDER, CEO



ADVISORY BOARD



Contact:
Isi Abebe

e: isi@penda.live
Mb: +971547396300
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